State of Permitland

You gave your collaborating mukhtar (local leader) information which is useful for the Israeli army.
State of Permitland

Your project requires land and water resources reserved for a nearby Israeli settlement.
State of Permitland

You first have to show property deeds from Turkish times (over 100 years ago).
State of Permitland

Be prepared there may be no response to your permit request (over 90% chance).
State of Permitland

You have good contacts with a high-ranking person in the Civil Administration.
State of Permitland

Your invitation is not from a medical institution abroad.
State of Permitland

Be prepared to get your permit on the day of traveling or after the scheduled date of departure.
State of Permitland

No uncle or anybody else in your family should be a political activist.
State of Permitland

Your kids don’t throw stones and are not politically active.
Holy Places in Jerusalem
Blacklist
Restrictions
Frustration
Patience

State of Permitland
You once stayed overnight in Jerusalem against the permit rules.

DENIED
State of Permitland

During Jewish feast days, there is a ‘siege’ (zeger). No Palestinians from the West Bank are allowed to enter Jerusalem or Israel.
State of Permitland

There is a daylong queue at the civil administration office to obtain your permit or magnetic card.
State of Permitland

You have a ‘friend’ in the Israeli army or civil administration.
State of Permitland

The invitation did not come directly from the hospital.
State of Permitland

Permit will possibly come next week (too late for the operation).
State of Permitland

The accompanier of an ill person needs a permit too.
State of Permitland

Your application to visit your imprisoned relative was handed over to the army by the Red Cross three months ago.
State of Permitland

Your imprisoned relative is held incommunicado for interrogation.
State of Permitland

Sorry, it is not known where your imprisoned relative is held.
State of Permitland

No physical contact is allowed in security prison.
State of Permitland

You are a Palestinian West Bank or Gaza ID card holder and travel through Jordan (Allenby Bridge) rather than Tel Aviv airport.
State of Permitland

You are an asylum seeker and wants to enter Israel.
State of Permitland

After security personnel asked you private questions, you were not ‘cooperative’.

POSTPONED
State of Permitland

Don’t call for BDS (Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions).
State of Permitland

You got Israeli citizenship and passport though you live in occupied East-Jerusalem.
State of Permitland

Your house was built without a permit and will be destroyed.
State of Permitland

You did not yet prove sufficiently that you didn’t leave your house for over half a year, that your center of life is in Jerusalem, that you paid your electricity and other bills in Jerusalem.

POSTPONED
State of Permitland

Your planned house is in a zone in Jerusalem where housing has not been approved since years.

[WARNING STAMP]
Pass the Wall

State of Permitland

Enter your land on certain hours and days only.
State of Permitland
You have activist family members.
State of Permitland

Deeds have to go back for a long time. Go to archives in London or Istanbul for proof.
State of Permitland

Soldiers are not on duty. You might have to wait some hours before the gate is opened.
No Permit Needed

Departure
Collaboration
Dreaming
Breathing

State of Permitland

Leave and settle yourself abroad.
State of Permitland

You are a drug addict. The army will help you to deal with your needs.
No Permit Needed
Departure
Collaboration
Dreaming
Breathing

State of Permitland
Take a nap and dream.
State of Permitland

Breathe the air. (West Bank and Gaza are open-air prisons)
State of Permitland

After three years, declare your targeted piece of ‘uncultivated’ West Bank land to become ‘state land’ and take it over.

NO PERMIT
State of Permitland

Transform your targeted land into an army exercise or nature reserve area.

NO PERMIT
State of Permitland

Make life impossible for Palestinians, especially in area C.
State of Permitland

Retroactively expropriate Palestinian private lands in the West Bank for your settlement.